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BBC NIHD1 

 

BBC NIHD1 is a high specification, multi-format, air conditioned HD production truck. 

 For bookings and advice call: +44 (0) 2890338710 or e-mail: clientex-ni@bbc.co.uk 

The truck provides the complete production package, a spacious production control room with optimum 
working space, combined with separate vision, audio mixing and EVS/VT areas all engineered to be user 
friendly, highly efficient and future proofed.  

The technology is only half the story, as always BBC Northern Ireland is committed to providing our 
customers with the best, most highly experienced yet cost effective technical crews in the business. 

 

Whether you are planning a studio based live entertainment production or a multi-camera sports 
stadium event, our team includes individuals with the experience, across all genres, to ensure the 
success of your production. 

As well as delivering outside broadcast facilities for major events such as sport, entertainment and 

news coverage NIHD1 provides the gallery facilities when required for BBC Studio A, the biggest 

purpose built Television Studio in Northern Ireland. 
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Technical Specifications 

 Sony MVS-8000 vision mixer - 4 ME’s, 68 inputs ,48 outputs & DME 

 Up to 16 on-board camera channels with full fibre connectivity 

 Sony HDC 1500 High Definition cameras (range of lens as required)  

 EVS (wired for 4 as required) 

 HD VTR (wired for 6 as required) 

 Quartz Xenon Digital Video router 

Audio 

Vision 

Chassis 

Production  

Graphics 

 Calrec Omega audio mixing desk 

 48 stereo and 64 mono channels and up to 24 surround channels 

 32 AES and 96 analogue inputs 

 32 AES and 64 analogue stereo outputs 

 Hydra Audio Networking fibres each providing 48 inputs and 16 returns 

 Riedel ARTIST intercoms matrix with sophisticated digital talkback 

 Microphones as required 

 2 Viz RT graphic stations 

 Spacious production gallery with seating for 9 

 Custom build configurable monitor stack  

 12 multi-viewers with quad splits 

 UMD (under monitor displays) on every monitor  

 Preview monitors as required 

 13m in length 

 Full length double expanding sides to 4.4m along 

 Air Conditioning 

  3 phase supply providing 125 amps  
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